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(plant) Metocelia is a genus of the family Asteraceae (Compositae). The species are endemic

to Australia. The only known species is Metocelia metoceloides which is found in the
Northern Territory, Western Australia and South Australia. References External links The

Australian Plants online: Metocelia metoceloides. Category:Asteraceae genera
Category:Flora of AustraliaStrange matter created in the laboratory Physics world travels to

the chemistry lab to see the latest insight into the creation of strange matter 2 Oct 2018
COLLECTIVE IMPACT University of Adelaide/University of South Australia/IPC

Resources/Physics World/Science TV Scientists are one step closer to understanding the
mysterious world of quark matter by creating strange matter in the laboratory. Australian

researchers have used the world’s most powerful particle accelerator to create tiny amounts
of strange matter in a bid to better understand the mysterious world of quark matter. Until

now, strange matter has only been observed in the laboratory in the Universe, but this
revolutionary experiment at the Australian National Fabrication Facility allowed the team to

create and study strange matter for the first time. c6a93da74d
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